
 

How will I know if the rodeo accepts walk-up replacements in the barrel race and 
breakaway roping? 

• It will be listed in the WPRA ground rules of the rodeo. 

How do I know if I am eligible to walk-up at a rodeo? 
• You must have purchased your WPRA membership by the member dues date for 

the rodeo you wish to walk-up at. 

• You must meet the eligibility criteria for that rodeo (e.g., permits cannot walk-up 

at a cards only rodeo). 

• You must be a member in good standing (e.g., no past due account balances).  

What if I walk-up and compete at the rodeo, but I am ineligible? 
• You will be removed from the results and any winnings including money, sponsor 

points, and prizes will be redistributed. In addition to this redistribution, you will 

be subject to a major rule violation per WPRA rule 9.3.21. and will receive a 

minimum of a $1,000 fine. 

Can I turnout and then walk-up to a later performance?  
• No, you must have been drawn out of the rodeo due to a parameter, such as out 

if slack or not have entered the rodeo at all. 

Can I move from slack to a performance? 
• No, you must have been drawn out of the rodeo due to a parameter such as out 

if slack or not have entered the rodeo at all. 

What is the time frame to walk-up at a rodeo? 
• You must check in with the rodeo secretary no later than 2 hours prior to the 

performance.  

Can I walk-up and replace a turn out or release in slack? 
• No, you can only walk-up and replace an open position in a performance. 

Can I call the rodeo secretary and tell her I want to walk-up? 
• No, you must check-in with the secretary in person at the rodeo office. 

What if I utilize rule 10.8.8. (turn out through PROCOM, then notify the rodeo 
secretary prior to the performance that I am going to run) at a rodeo that utilizes 
walk-up replacements? 

• If you have been replaced by a walk-up replacement, you will run at the end of 

the draw in your performance with no additional drags.  
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